
Mary P's
Favorites

Quick Picks

Spinning silverSpinning silver
by Naomi Novik
Deciding to collect on the
outstanding debts owed her
family of moneylenders, a
young woman is overheard
boasting about being able to
turn silver into gold by the
creatures who haunt the

wood, in a reimagining of the Rumpelstiltskin
story

Burn for meBurn for me
by Ilona Andrews
While searching for Prime, a
man who can set anyone and
anything on fire, Detective
Nevada Baylor is kidnapped by
Connor "Mad" Rogan, a
billionaire with dark powers,
who is also searching for

Prime and needs her help. Simultaneous.

Into the realInto the real
by John Ringo
Forced to go outside and deal
with people, Lynn Raven, while
beta testing a new augmented
reality game in which
everyone has it in for her,
must face a new fear stepping
into the real to world win the

future shes always wanted.
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Look for more great suggestions
throughout the library!

On Basilisk StationOn Basilisk Station
by David Weber
Instead of remaining out of
sight during her assignment to
a forlorn outpost, spaceship
commander Honor
Harrington, along with her
vessel, the Fearless, performs
incredible flying maneuvers to

stop a foreign takeover of a major space
station

The lost manThe lost man
by Jane Harper
When their middle brother
Cameron, who went missing
the week before Christmas, is
found dead, Nathan and Bub
are forced to confront
devastating secrets

I hunt killersI hunt killers
by Barry Lyga
Jazz learned all about being a
serial killer from his father, but
believes he has a conscience
that will help fight his own
urges and right some of his
father's wrongs, so he helps
the police apprehend the

town's newest murderer
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